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There are three types of XML maps:

Default
Custom
Scripted

Note: Scripted maps are discussed in a second article.

Default XML Maps
Web services communicate by sending and receiving XML messages. As long as the parameter types in the declaration of 
your Java web service match the elements and attributes defined in the XML message you expect, there is no need for 
custom XML mapping. Instead, WebLogic Server automatically translates these messages to and from the types in your Java 
declaration according to a natural, or default, map.

Default maps are used when there are no pre-determined constraints on the format of the XML message -- that is, when 
expected XML message formats conform closely to the parameters and return values of your Java method signature.

Consider the following code snippet from an XML message carrying data used to submit a request for information about a 
manufacturer's inventory. Notice that the serialNumber and partNumber element names of the XML message explicitly match 
the parameter names of the Java declaration. This is the simplest possible case. The Mapping Layer simply reiterates the 
Java parameter names and provides curly braces as placeholders for XML content.

Java parameter names are placed within curly braces to indicate where the XML values are to be directed. In essence, curly 
braces act as substitution directives to funnel XML content to the appropriate Java parameter.

In this example, the contents of the serialNumber element ("1234") are directed via curly braces to the Java serialNumber 
parameter. In the same way, the contents of the partNumber element ("widget") are directed via curly braces to the Java 
partNumber parameter.
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All this typically takes place within the context of a javadoc @jws:operation. A .jws file is a Java Web Service (JWS) source 
code file generated by WebLogic Workshop that contains Javadoc tags that declare the properties of the web service. The 
method for which the map is defined (in this case, getInventory) must be marked as a JWS operation.

Note: To illustrate the details of the processing involved, the example above explicitly defines the elements of the XML 
mapping layer, which -- in a default map -- would normally be generated under the covers by WebLogic Server. Screen shots 
of actual default maps are presented later in this article.

There are two types of maps described in WebLogic Workshop:

Parameter XML maps
Return XML maps

Parameter XML Maps
Parameter maps are used to represent the parameters sent to the Web Service. When the client passes XML data to the Web 
Service, the parameter XML map defines how the data is mapped to Java types, which can then be manipulated by the Web 
Service.

In the code sample described above, the double colon (: :) indicates the beginning of the parameter XML map. This is 
followed by the <getInventory> element, which corresponds to the name of the Web Service method.

Note: Root tags for XML maps (such as <getInventory> above) must be unique across XML maps within a given JWS file. 



Consequently, it's recommended you place your XML map within tags whose names match your Web Service method name, 
since Java methods must also be unique.

The remainder of the XML map defines a queryData element and two child elements, serialNumber and partName. The 
contents of the child elements, as discussed previously, are represented by curly braces. It's important to note that the 
parameters specified between the curly braces must match the names of the parameters of the Web Service method for 
which the map was created.

A final double colon (: :) indicates the end of the XML map.

Mapping Java Objects
On occasion, you may want to pass Java objects to a Web Service method or return a Java object from a Web Service 
method. You can use the dot-operator to assign the values of Java data members to XML, and vice versa.

Suppose you have a Java object called QueryData with class members serialNumber and partName. You can reference the 
individual members in the object using dot notation, as illustrated below:

Edit Maps and Interface Dialog
The nice thing about WebLogic Workshop is that default maps are constructed automatically by the underlying framework. As 
a result, you don't have to build XML maps from scratch. To see an XML map from within WebLogic Workshop, simply double 
click on the map icon in Design View of the Workshop canvas, as illustrated below.



Note: The Inventory.jws file, which contains complete sample code for the methods displayed above, is available for 
download with this article.

The Edit Maps and Interface dialog box opens and displays the default XML map.



Notice the two tabs (Parameter XML and Return XML) in the top panel of the Edit Maps and Interface dialog. The parameter 
map is displayed because the Parameter Map tab is selected. You can toggle between the parameter and return map views 
by clicking the appropriate tags.

Also notice the Default and Custom radio buttons. The Default radio button displays an XML Map automatically generated by 
WebLogic Workshop. To create your own custom mapping layer, select the Custom button.

Finally, consider the default namespace. Namespaces provide a way for you to ensure that element names are unique within 
a given XML document. A namespace looks like URL but -- in fact -- it's not. It's just a way to uniquely identify XML elements. 
Namespaces in XML are similar to Java packages, which provide a way of differentiating between two classes with the same 
name. Later in this article, we'll discuss XML mapping directives such as <xm:value>, <xm:attribute>, <xm:bind> and 
<xm:multiple>. The xm prefix in these directives is a namespace qualifier.

Note: The namespace specified by the xm prefix is implicitly declared in all files where XML Maps are used but may be 
overridden by another prefix you define.

Return XML Maps
Similar to parameter maps, return XML maps are typically defined within the context of a javadoc @jws:operation. Data flows, 



however, are reversed. That is, return XML maps are used to map Java return values to XML.

In the example above, the method getInventory() is defined by the Web Service. This method returns an inventory count for 
the part requested. When the client makes a call to this method, the expected result is an integer, which is passed back to the 
client by WebLogic Workshop.

Recall that when mapping parameters with an parameter map, parameter names were substituted for XML values. When 
mapping a return value in a return map, the word "return" in curly braces is substituted for the XML.

For default maps, WebLogic Workshop automatically generates a return map based on the structure of the Java type, as 
illustrated below.



As with parameter XML maps, return XML maps can use the dot-operator in conjunction with complex data types to specify 
class members.

Custom XML Maps
Recall that default maps are used when the elements and attributes of an XML message conform closely to the parameters of 
your Java method signature. What happens when they don't? It's sometimes the case, for example, that XML messages are 
written to the standards of a specific industry, where element and attribute names may bear little resemblance to Java 
parameters. Rather than trying to retrofit your web service code to meet the industry-specific needs of the client, you can 
create an XML map to do the job for you.

Custom maps are therefore used when a mismatch occurs between the constraints of the expected XML message and your 
Java parameters and return values. Using custom maps, you eliminate dependencies between your Java code and XML.

Consider the following code snippet from an XML message carrying data used to submit a request for information about a 
manufacturer's inventory:



In this example, the names of the XML message attributes and elements do not correspond directly to the names of the Java 
parameters in the getInventory method. The XML message format, in other words, differs from the method signature of the 
web service designed to handle it. You do not, however, want to change your Java implementation code. Nor do you expect 
the client, whose XML message format may be specific to an industry, to conform to your web service implementation.

The solution, as provided by WebLogic Workshop, is to construct a mapping layer in the JWS file that lets you associate 
specific XML element content and XML attribute values to specific Java parameters and return values without incurring 
dependencies among them.

In the example above, the serialNumber parameter is mapped to the value of the id attribute, while the partName parameter is 
mapped to the value of the part element. This is accomplished through the use of {} (curly braces) in the Mapping Layer. As 
with default maps, curly braces act as substitution directives that funnel XML content into Java parameters.

XML Mapping Directives
In addition to the general mapping types discussed so far, there are several mapping directives that are useful in handling 
special mapping cases. These directives include:

<xm: value> and <xm: attribute>
<xm: multiple>
<xm: bind>

<xm: value> and <xm:attribute>

Curly braces represent a quick and convenient way (a syntactical shortcut) to map the content of an XML element or attribute 
to a Java parameter. The <xm:value> and <xm:attribute> directives provide a more explicit way of accomplishing the same 
thing. Use <xm:value> to map XML elements. Use <xm:attribute> to map XML attributes. The two examples that follow are 



equivalent:

<xm: bind>

You can declare temporary variables within an XML map using the <xm:bind> directive. This directive is helpful when you 
need to populate so many fields in a Java object that the value names become awkward or unwieldy. For example:



Note: An xm:bind variable is only available within the element in which it was defined.

The value of the <xm:bin> directive has the following form:

<some-element xm:bind="variable-type variable-name is value">

The variable-type is the (optional) Java class name of the object you want to bind. The variable-name is the name you want to 
call the variable within the XML map. The value attribute indicates what the variable actually refers to.

The custom Parameter XML map you create for this code looks like this:



<xm: multiple>
An XML message may contain elements that occur multiple times within an XML document. For example:

You can handle this situation programmatically via an array in your .jws file. In the following code sample, the <QueryData> 
element represents an array that repeats to make up a single XML order with multiple child elements. The name of the XML 
element corresponds to the Java type.



In this example, the <xm:multiple> directive specifies that the contents of the serialNumber and partName members of the 
queryData array be stored as repeating blocks of XML elements.

The default Parameter map generated by WebLogic Server from the preceding code looks like this:



Notice that "q" is defined as an index into the array.

The <xm:multiple> directive takes the following form:

<some-element xm:multiple="variable-type variable-name in parameter name">

The variable-type is the (optional) Java class name of the object that is bound in sequence to every component of the array. 
The variable-name is the name of the variable that iterates through the values in the array. It must be either a Java array or a 
class implementing the java.util.List or java.util.Collection interfaces.

Conclusion
In this article, we described the basic types of XML maps and the mapping directives available in WebLogic Workshop. In the 
next article, we'll show you how to use ECMAScripting.

Scripting capabilities are simply an extension of XML maps. They provide advanced mapping functions and are invaluable 
when the preprocessing requirements of your XML are complex.



Source Code
Download the Inventory.jws file here.
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